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ABSTRACT Disulphide bonds in proteins are
known to play diverse roles ranging from folding to
structure to function. Thorough knowledge of the
conservation status and structural state of the
disulphide bonds will help in understanding of the
differences in homologous proteins. Here we pres-
ent a database for the analysis of conservation and
conformation of disulphide bonds in SCOP struc-
tural families. This database has a wide range of
applications including mapping of disulphide bond
mutation patterns, identification of disulphide
bonds important for folding and stabilization, mod-
eling of protein tertiary structures and in protein
engineering. The database can be accessed at: http://
bioinformatics.univ-reunion.fr/analycys/. Proteins
2007;67:255–261. VVC 2007Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

Protein sequencing is complete only when the informa-
tion about post-translational modifications is fully anno-
tated. Cysteines in proteins assume a very important role
in structure and function because of their free thiol group
and ability to covalently bond with another cysteine to
form disulphide bonds. Among others, disulphide bond is
a prominent post-translational covalent modification. Of-
ten cysteine is found in the active site of proteins.1 In
addition, the covalent state of Cys provides information
about the possible cellular location of proteins. Many
small proteins simply cannot form stable native struc-
tures without disulphide bonds. Information on the cova-
lent status of cysteine residues can also greatly enhance
the performance of comparative and ab initio modeling
studies.2 Because of the importance attached, cysteines
with free thiol group participating in catalytic or regula-
tory activities are conserved among homologous proteins.
In addition, disulphide bonds are believed to be strongly
conserved in homologous proteins.

Several methods have been developed to identify the
oxidation state of the cysteines in protein sequences3–16

and also to identify their connectivity patterns17–25 in
multiple disulphide bonds containing proteins. Tools are
available to model disulphide bonds into proteins by esti-
mating the local stereochemical compatibility to accom-
modate a disulphide bond.26,27 Often such a stereochemi-
cal analysis of protein structure helps in highlighting the
spatially close free thiol groups that are forced to form
disulphide bonds upon oxidation in vitro. DSDBASE is
one such database which lists all the native and modeled
disulphide bonds in all the known protein structures.28

Many of the existing methods29–31 are strongly dependent
on the conservation of disulphide bonds in order to find
similarities between distant homologues based on the
connectivity patterns. However disulphide bond muta-
tions (usually associated with loss of both the cysteines)
are not uncommon in homologous proteins. Hence it is
necessary to understand the conservation of disulphide
bonds in protein structural families. In addition not all
the disulphide bonds in a protein may be equally impor-
tant and they could have different roles. Presence of the
disulphide bond in all the members of the family (with
varying degrees of sequence identity and source organ-
isms) might indicate their importance in folding. A disul-
phide bond of poor conservation might have a protein spe-
cific function such as imparting additional stability or a
functional role. Classifying disulphide bonds based on
their conservation will help in identifying the most im-
portant among them and thus in protein engineering and
folding studies.

Several folding studies with reduction or mutation of
disulphide bonds clearly indicated that these reducible
disulphides does not radically change the structure or
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function but do contribute to the stability of the pro-
tein.29–31 Absence of a cross link in a member of a family
does not always change the basic structure of that
protein. Additional disulphide bonds (Cys22-Cys157,
Cys128-Cys232) found in trypsin can be fitted easily into
elastase and a-chymotrypsin models with almost no alter-
ation of their structures.32 The non-conservation of disul-
phide bonds thus appears to contradict the conventional
wisdom that these cross-links are important to the pro-
tein folding process.33

Non-conservation of disulphide bond in homologous
proteins thus raise several questions concerning the com-
plementary stabilizing interactions, alteration in the local
structure, and their global implications like function and
stability. The understanding of evolutionary dynamics of
disulphide bonds will bring important insights into the
structural divergence of homologues. The present study
thus aimed at providing a convenient platform to address
how the mutations of disulphide bonds affect the struc-
ture of homologous proteins which is not being addressed
by other existing platforms like DSDBase28 that only
focus on listing all the stereochemically compatible resi-
due pairs for the introduction of disulphide bond in a
given protein. Analycys database, on the other hand, is a
rigorous tool to analyze the stereochemistry, topological
equivalency, solvent accessibility, and residue depth of
both the disulphide bonds and their substitutions in case
of mutation, in related proteins. Our database is a rich
source of information that helps in addressing these ques-
tions and serves as a handy tool for protein engineering
and folding studies and also for structure explorers.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Dataset

Release 1.67 of SCOP34 containing 2630 families with
over 65,122 domains is used for our analysis. Disulphide
bond information of the domains is extracted from the
SSBOND record of their original PDB files. Only intra-do-
main disulphide bonds are considered in the current study.
Of these, 580 families have at least one member with

disulphide bond. Ignoring multidomain and membrane
classes resulted in 557 families with at least one member
with a disulphide bond. Filtering criteria such as 95%
sequence identity cut off and a resolution better than 2.5
Å resulted in 300 families with at least two members per
family. For NMR-derived protein structures without any
crystallographically determined structures, only the first
model in the ensemble of their NMR structure are consid-
ered for superimposition.

Structural Superimposition

Structure alignments have been performed using
STAMP (v. 4.2) package of programs.35 STAMP aligns the
set of homologous protein structures and generates a
structure based multiple sequence alignment among
others. Topologically equivalent regions correspond to

regions of conserved secondary structure within a family
of structures compared. Genuine topological equivalen-
cies from multiple structural alignments of homologous
proteins are derived by a method of Rossman and Argos36

implemented internally in the structural alignment pro-
gram by calculating the probability of residue structural
equivalencies.

Distinct Disulphide Bonds in a Family

For every given family, the positions of disulphide
bonds in homologous members are marked on the block of
multiple structure-based sequence alignment. The dis-
tinct positions of these disulphide bonds in the multiple
alignment block are counted as distinct disulphide bonds
in the family [Fig. 1(a)]. When there is no disulphide
bond found in a member at a position, a relaxation has
been applied by allowing an arbitrary shift of 4 residues
on either side of the cysteine positions for counting the
distinct disulphide bonds. This way all the distinct disul-
phide bonds in a given family are identified and their con-
servation is estimated for each member and also for the
whole family.

Grading of Conservation

To understand the evolution of disulphide bonds in ho-
mologous proteins, their conservation is quantified and
graded. A highly conserved disulphide bond is present in
more than 70% of the family members while medium and
low conserved disulphide bonds are present in 30–70%
and <30% of the members of the family respectively.

Backbone Conformation, Solvent Accessibility,
and Residue Depth

The backbone conformation and secondary structure
assignment of half-cysteine are derived using the pro-
gram, DSSP.37 However, a three state assignment is used
instead of the default seven states. All the helix types (H,
G, I), strand types (E, B) and turns (S, T) are grouped in
to H, E, and C respectively.

Solvent accessible surface area is calculated using the
method of Lee and Richards38 as implemented in the pro-
gram NACCESS.39 The relative accessibility of the half-
cysteine is its percentage solvent accessibility compared
to an Ala-Cys-Ala tripeptide in extended conformation.

Residue depth is calculated by using a program DPX.40

This program gives the depth of each atom in protein,
defined as distance (in Å) from the closest solvent accessi-
ble atom and calculates the mean residue depth. These
depth values are critically dependent on local parameters
like protein size, shape and structure. However it is im-
portant to understand whether there exists a correlation
among solvent accessibility, conservation and depth of
half-cysteines. Hence the half-cysteine in each protein
are classified as core, intermediate or surface based on
the residue depth values of residues in the protein.
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RESULTS

Currently, a total of 300 families are present in the
Analycys database with at least two members per family
and at least one of them annotated with a disulphide
bond. The whole analysis is carried out on protein
domains, the structural, functional and evolutionary
units of proteins. Inter-chain and inter-domain disul-
phide bonds are not included in our database, since these
are often problematic in large-scale analysis of proteins.
Additionally, inter-domain and inter-subunit disulphide
bonds, although important, are rare and are unlikely to
change the course of our current analysis. The distribu-
tion of disulphide bonds in different fold classes is
depicted in Table I. In about 180 families, there is not
enough structural information to analyze the conforma-
tion and conservation of the disulphide bonds. Disulphide
bonds are common in all fold classes although in varying
degrees. However only 22% of the families in SCOP have
disulphide bonds. A closer look at these families might
give clues about their preference. Small proteins with
fewer than 70 residues are usually rich in disulphide
bonds. Disulphide bonds in such proteins perhaps
improve their stability,41 since the hydrophobic forces

alone are not sufficient.42 Anecdotal evidence suggests
that they are present in most small proteins.43,44 A vast
majority (67%) of the small proteins in SCOP 1.67 have
disulphide bonds (Table I).

On the contrary all a proteins showed least preference
for these cross-links, probably because of the steric hin-
drances. The repertoire of cysteine conformations suggests

Fig. 1. Illustration of distinct (conserved and non-conserved) disulphide bonds in trypsin-like eukaryotic serine proteases (SCOP code: b.47.1.2).
(a) Numbers indicate the approximate positions of cysteines in the structure-based sequence alignment. When a cysteine is not conserved, it is rep-
resented as a dot. Disulphide bonded cysteines are appropriately connected with their counterparts. Each connection is a distinct disulphide bond in
the family irrespective of its level of conservation. (b) A highly conserved disulphide bond (60-77 in the alignment), which is present in all the mem-
bers. Disulphide bond is represented as red dotted lines and cysteines are in yellow. (c) A medium conserved disulphide bond (209-316 in the align-
ment). The absence of disulphide bonds in other members does not bring about any drastic conformational changes locally. See the sidechains of
the equivalent residues for cysteines in the members without this disulphide bond.

TABLE I. Fold Distribution of Disulphide Bond
Containing Families Under Study in SCOP

Number of
disulphide bond

containing families

Number of
members per
family in

ANALYCYS

SCOP Classa SCOP ANALYCYS 2 3–10 >10

All a (550) 65 38 12 17 9
All b (529) 167 89 19 46 24
a/b (593) 111 58 8 30 20
a þ b (650) 106 59 16 30 13
Small proteins (162) 108 56 9 35 12
Total (2630) 580 300 64 158 78

aTotal number of families present in the respective SCOP class in
parentheses.
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preferences in disulphide distribution between/within
beta sheets.45 The secondary structural distribution of
disulphide bridges highlighted their preference for stabi-
lizing strands and loops (Thangudu et al., submitted). The
evolutionary plasticity of loop regions is greater than that
of the protein core46 and this explains the greater cross
link frequency in loop regions of homologous proteins.

Mutations of Disulphide Bonds During Evolution
are Widespread and are Independent of Fold Class

A simple estimate of proteins with and without disul-
phide bonds in related proteins (members of same family)
which share common fold and function appears to contra-
dict the conventional wisdom that disulphide bridges are
well conserved during evolution. Except for small pro-
teins where they play a major role in their fold stabiliza-
tion, modest conservation of disulphide bonds appears to
be common feature in all the other fold classes (Fig. 2).

Relaxation Brought Better Conservation

A disulphide bond is considered strictly conserved in a
multiple alignment if both the cysteines involved are
placed at identical alignment positions in all the sequen-
ces in the alignment. However alignment of structures
with the goal of creating an optimal multiple alignment
might result in alignments between any given pair of
structures with slightly displaced cystine residues.47 This

is due to either inherent structural differences or high
sequence divergence in the homologous family mem-
bers.47 However such differences do not always change
the function. Structural differences in homologous pro-
teins are usually concentrated in loop regions and most
often disulphide bonds, when present stabilize such
regions. In order to account for such structural differen-
ces, a relaxation has been applied for calculating the con-
servation. A total of 34,752 pair-wise comparisons are
possible within the members of 300 families. The number
of conserved disulphide bonds in these homologous pairs
rose from 19,500 to 26065 when a relaxation is applied.
This increase suggests the structural variation in homolo-
gous proteins.

In all, only 54% of all the disulphide bonds compared
between the homologous pairs are conserved. Hence con-
servation of disulphide bonds in homologous proteins is
not a rule and non-conservation is more common than
expected. This observation bolsters the notion that all
disulphide bonds are not equally important and a non-
conserved disulphide bond might have functions other
than folding and stabilization.

Distribution of High, Medium, and Low Conserved
Disulphide Bonds in SCOP Classes

The distribution of high, medium and low conserved
disulphide bonds, in different fold classes, clearly estab-

Fig. 2. Distribution of total number of members in each family against total number of members with disulphides. Each dot represents a family
and some are labeled for the purpose of illustration.
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lishes known but interesting facts. Figure 3 clearly
depicts the state of the disulphide bond conservation in
homologous proteins. Majority of the disulphide bonds in
small proteins are highly conserved re-establishing the
fact that disulphide bonds play a strong role in their
structural stabilization. Surprisingly in other fold classes,
almost 50% of the disulphide bonds are poorly conserved.
Mutations of disulphide bond are widespread across all
the fold classes. The current study thus helps in quickly
identifying the disulphide bonds that might play a crucial
role in protein folding.

DISCUSSION

We note that non-conservation of disulphide bonds is
not uncommon in homologous proteins. The variable con-
servation of these cross-links suggests not all of them are
equally important in a family of proteins. Besides playing
a prominent role in folding and stabilization of the fold,
disulphide bonds have protein specific roles. Identifica-
tion of conserved and non-conserved disulphide bonds
greatly helps in understanding the mechanism of folding,
protein engineering and stabilization studies, etc.
Analycys is a database for analyzing conservation and

conformation of disulphide bonds in homologous proteins.
The database can be browsed or searched and organized
as SCOP structural families. A table displaying the status
(presence or absence) of distinct disulphide bonds in each
member of the family forms the major feature of the data-
base and serves as a disulphide mutation map of the fam-
ily. Disulphide bond mutation mapping of homologous
proteins help in refining distant homology prediction
methods based on disulphide bond connectivity patterns
by providing alternate patterns.
Knowing that members of a family usually share a

well-conserved fold, it would be interesting to see the
state of the distinct disulphide bonds in terms of topologi-

cal equivalency and the solvent accessibility. Ideally one
would expect a highly conserved disulphide bonds share a
highly conserved environment [Fig. 1(b)]. However often
disulphide bonds occur in flexible regions like loops. For a
better understanding of disulphide bond environment in
homologous members, these details are highlighted in
easily readable 2D format including case and color coding
of the cystines.

When a disulphide is poorly conserved in homologous pro-
teins, the interactions among the substituted residues evoke
a certain interest [Fig. 1(c)]. Stability imparted by such a
disulphide bond is compounded by other local structural
adjustments associated with sequence differences (Than-
gudu et al., submitted). The structural variation in the imme-
diate vicinity of the mutated disulphide bond is not obvious
and does not reflect on the overall structure of the pro-
tein.32,33 Here we provide, in the database, the topological
status and solvent accessibility of the substituted residues.

The database also lists the bridge stereochemical pa-
rameters (conveniently graded according to MODIP crite-
ria27) for all the disulphide bonds and allows the user for
rigorous assessment of the local environment.

Main Features of the Database

� Search and browse, according to SCOP classification
� Disulphide bond conservation status for a family
� Structural state of the disulphide bonds and the sub-
stituted residues (when not conserved) in terms of sol-
vent accessibility and topological state

� A thorough analysis of bridge stereochemistry
� For single member families with not enough struc-
tural information, the structural domains are linked
to their respective PFAM48 domains, which might help
potential users to evaluate sequence conservation of
disulphide bonds.

Additional Features

� A structure based sequence alignment file is available
for download in text format or can be viewed online as
JOY49 annotated.

� Taxonomic position of the family members is also pro-
vided to understand the role of evolution on the con-
servation of disulphide bonds.

� A sequence similarity matrix (generated through Clus-
talW50) for every family is provided to correlate
sequence and structure conservation and their effect
on disulphide bonds.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we describe Analycys, a database for con-
servation and conformation of disulphide bonds in homol-
ogous proteins and highlight its usefulness. The database
is a rich source of physicochemical information about
three-dimensional environment of disulphide bonds. Such
a database comes as a handy tool for protein folding, pro-
tein engineering, and modeling studies and should be of

Fig. 3. Distribution of high, medium, and low conserved disulphide
bonds in SCOP classes. [Color figure can be viewed in the online
issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com]
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value to biochemists and biologists. The database is
located at http://bioinformatics.univ-reunion.fr/analycys/.
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